Continental Realism and Computation: Turing’s Propaganda – Rob Jackson


Objects, Actors and Sites of Contingency – Alice Rekab

Barad, K. “Intra-actions” (Interview of Karen Barad by Adam Kleinmann), dOCUMENTA (13) Issue of Mousse Magazine (Milan, Italy), Summer 2012.


---

**How to Make Space-time and Influence People – Isabel Nolan**


---

‘[Os Mentis] Mouth to Mouth’ with Nicola Masciandaro – MOUTH


Masciandaro, Nicola. ‘Becoming Spice: Commentary as Geophilosophy,’ *Collapse* Volume VI (100).


Masciandaro, Nicola. ‘The Severed Hand: Commentary and Ecstasy,’ in English Language Notes 50.2 Fall/Winter 2012.


---

*Sweet Dreams Are Made of This: Speculation – Ridvan Askin*


---

**Mutant – Infiltration of the Hallucinated Mountain – Rob Murphy**


Ennis, Paul J. *Continental Realism*. Alresford, [UK]: Zer0 Books, 2011.


---

**Fossils of Sensation – Alan Boardman**


---

**House of Sheaves: The Asymptotic Horror of Nested Nature – Ben Woodard**


---

**Spider Universe: Weaponising Phobia in Bataille, Nietzsche, Spinoza and Deleuze – Scott Wilson**


Bataille, Georges. *Guilty*. Translated by Stuart


